
January 10th - 14th: The High Performance Squad, comprised of 13-15,
junior and senior athletes came together again for an intensive 5 day
training camp. The goal was to simulate a National Team training
environment; they trained 7 hours each day comprising two pool sessions
and one land session. Rose and Amie tested the athletes limits to work on
resilience and build skills under pressure. The athletes performed
professionally and took every challenge in their stride, completing the
week with positive attitudes and many goals accomplished! 
The athletes will compete in National Team Trials in early February. 

January 8th & 9th: High Performance coaches Amie
and Rose held a Building Blocks to Brisbane 2032
camp for athletes age 11-13 with their eyes set on the
Olympics. The athletes learnt basic artistic
swimming skills, vital to success in the sport, whilst
having fun and meeting other athletes their age!

JANUARY NEWSLETTER
What has been happening around WA in January? 

January has been a busy time for our Organisation! Read on
to see what exciting things have happened...

Simone Allen, sports dietician from Nutrition Works, gave a
comprehensive workshop, delivering information on fuelling performance. 
Krasi Yurokova, rhythmic gymnastics 2012 Olympic coach, lead a
flexibility session, providing new stretching ideas and information on the
importance of stretching and tips to get the most out of your flex session. 
Amie Thompson, High Performance Coach, held a workshop for routine
transitions in the pool. These are basic skills that, once learnt correctly,
will follow athletes throughout their entire careers. 
Nawal Leon-Kurson held a workshop on entries and exits for figures and
routines. This included swimming on and off for figures, routine swim off
and walk ons and how to stand on deck when receiving your score. 
Rose Stackpole, High Performance Coach, lead a highlights workshop and
taught the athletes the basics of a few highlights. Each athlete tried a
variety of positions in the set up and learnt skills on how to work
cohesively with the rest of the group to achieve the highest lifts!
Lastly, the coaches lead the athletes through a Creative Development
workshop, giving the athletes an opportunity to explore the artistic side of
the sport. The athletes were given “themes” on how to explore movement
and then got to break loose to some improv! 
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January 15th: Artistic Swimming WA held a single day workshop for competitive swimmers. 
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Regional tour for the Great Southern WA athletes
Preparing for the Regional competition
This was the first time we did something like this. It was
great! We went in 4 days to 4 different pools: Albany, Mt
Barker, Gnowangerup and Katanning. Swimmers and
coaches were able to develop their skills, practice figures,
improve their routines and learn a bit more about the
Artistic Swimming Competitions. They are looking
forward to visiting Perth on the 5th of February. 

Be in Synch month with Crunch and Sip
sponsored by Healthway

Come and Tries for kids
We had over 150 participants. Participants learned
a bit about the sport, learned a few basic skills and

had a good time. After all events there was fruit
and water available. Many participants have

enrolled in term classes afterwards. It was great to
see the sport develop and grow!  

SuperFins Program sponsored by Healthway
West Coast Splash Synchronised Swimming Club on behalf of
Artistic Swimming WA ran the classes for the SuperFins group.  The
swimmers had an “intensive week” of Artistic Swimming, from Jan 10
to 14th at Claremont Pool. Swimmers were able to improve their
skills and perform a routine on the last couple of sessions. They said
they can’t wait for the next opportunity. 

Seniors Artistic Swimming sponsored by Healthway
This was SO much fun! Camille Claudino, ASWA's development
officer, had a ball with the 60+ ladies! Everything that was
planned to be done in a week, the senior swimmers mastered
in the first 15 minutes of the first lesson! Fun, skills,
determination and a great laugh! They are keen to continue
with the lessons as they want to learn more and do more of the
inverted movements.


